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PRICE 35 PAISE

LYNDON
Johnson could not make it. The bombing was halted;' a
reluctant Eugene McCarthy was persuaded to drag himself before
the television cameras for a lukewarm endorsement of the Democratic
tickets; a desperate closing of party ranks took place literally at the last
hour. But nothing could turn the trick. Retribution has been catching up
with Johnson ever since the beginning of the year; the denial of victory to
the candidate who was his dummy is a kind of fiuale to the proces·s. His
countrymen themselves have now passed the ultimate judgment on the
butcher of Vietnam.
It would be asinine logic to piI1 Humphrey's defeat on George Wallace's candidature. Four of the five ~tates which have gone to the Alabama
racist were won by Barry Goldwater in 1964; in a straight contest, perhaps
all five would have been wrested by Nixon. Nor can the Democratic downfall be ascribed to the sulky mood of the Negroes or to obsession with law
and order on the part of middle-class urban voters. Along most of the
eastern sea-belt, marked by large concentration of coloured people and at
the same time dense urban growth, Humphrey performed much beyond his
-or anybody else's-expectations.
Barring New Jersey-and
the solidly
Republican hinterlands of Vermont and New Hampshire-the
voting there
has been heavily Democratic. The extraordinary closeness in the vote shows
how much ground the Democratic party had managed to recover during
the last few weeks of the campaign.
That obviously, was not enough. The pervasive ennui among large
masses of normally democratic voters tilted the balance for Nixon in such
crucial States as California, Ohio, Iowa, Wisconsin and Illinois. In the
battIe between competing disenchantments, those who decided to sit it out
on account of Lyndon Johnson and Vietnam outnumbered those who were
scared to hell by the thought of Richard Nixon as President.- Mayor Daley
of Chicago could deliver the Convention to Humphrey, but it was beyond
him to deliver Illinois. T-he fantasy of doing a Truman therefore remained
just that; what took place was more like a 1960 in reverse. As in that year,
the result was in doubt till almost noontime the following day; as in that
year, the difference in popular votes polled by the two major candidates
was less than one hundred thousand ; but, contrary to 1960, it was Nixon
who came through this time: his tally of electoral votes-302-again
bears

a striking resemblance to what Kennedy secured in 1960, namely, 303.
Nixon's win is certainly one of the
most memorable come-backs in politics. Consigned by everybody to the
dump-heap of history following his defeat in the 1962 gubernatorial election
. in California, he did not quite give up;
he stayed with the Party, and continued to nurse the constituents. Lyndon
Johnson's Vietnam folly has now
brought about a fulfilment which had
seemed so altogether remote a bare
four years ago.
It will not be a tranquil Presidency. The United States remains a
deeply divided nation. The wages of
Vietnam will have to be paid. The
forces of bigotry-represented
by the
15 per cent of the electorate who have
voted Wallace-will have to be contained. Somehow, the Negroes will
have to be reassured that they too belong to the Union. There is nothing
in Nixon's antecedents to indicate that
he has either the equipment or the imaginatic1n to cope with . all this. The
Americans are thus in for quite some
unqui~t times.
Meanwhile, at this distance, perhaps
we have some marginal grounds for
optimism. A Republican administration can be expected to tread a cautious course in international affairs and
to be inward-looking, at least for a
period. For all one knows, Nixon
might direct the nation's policies towards a partly isolationist, partly noninterventionist goal.
Priorities may
once more swing back from Asia to
Europe. Perhaps there will be a
lesser flow of economic aid to India;
perhaps there will be a lesser flow of
PL4,80 foodgrains. Nothing could be
more welcome. On our own, w-e will
never coerce ourselves to learn the
lessons of self-reliance. Perhaps a Republican administration, with Richard
Nixon at the helm, might force us into
such an education. With trepidation
in our heart, we thus await the thinning
out of aid from America. The defeat
of the Democratic Party is a victory
for Viet~am's National Liberation
Front: but it also provides a ray of
hope for those in other lands who want
to live by dignity, honour and hard
work.
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A Massive .Onslaught
The appointment of an army brass
hat as the director-in-charge of the
Durgapur steel plant was sufficient indication that the Government of India
was more concerned with "disciplining" the workers of the plant than with
raising production, which remains
stuck at barely half of the installed
capacity. Despite some statistical halftruths designed to mislead the people,
it is stated that. in all these years the
plant has been able to reach only
seventy per cent of its initial production target of one million tonnes, and
there has been no perceptible addition
to production even after the completion of the necessary expansion-construction programme for raising the target to 1.6 million tonnes. It is doubttul if the plant will ever be able to
reach capacity production, for there
are numerous reports of gross inadequacies in plant and planning which
have been further aggravated by years
of inefficient management and negligent maintenance. Perhaps all these
could have been partly made up if the
plant authorities had tried to enlist the
cooperation of the workers. But they
have preferred to maintain a hostile
attitude towards the bulk of their employees to woo a racket run by some
local Congress leaders and enjoying
the patronage of Mr Atulya Ghosh.
The alliance has survived several
changes of administration in the plant,
and the racket seems to possess an
extraordinary capacity to suck in
everybody who becomes anybody in
the plant.
The Workers' Union recognised by
the plant authorities forms part of this
racket. That this union exists practically on paper has been demonstrated
convincingly by successive elections
to plant committees in which almost
all seats were captured by the rival
Employees' Union. Yet the Workers'
Union not only continues to enjoy recognition .and support of the plant
management but gets away with misdemeanOUr of all sorts. The chairman of Hindusthan Steel, Mr K. T.
Chandy, has recently learnt to his
chagrin how powerful the pull of this

paper union is. He has been virtually made to eat his words that the
union was respoIisible for the illegal
strike of last September and certain
2ctS of sabotage in its wake. Immediately after the sabotage, the leaders
of the union rushed to New Delhi;
they had no difficulty in securing patient and, as subsequent non-developments showed, sympathetic hearing
from the Prime Minister and the Deputy Prime Minister. What assurance
they got is not known, but they lost
no time in counter-charging Mr
Chandy with being t\ com~unist bent
on blaspheming the Congress union.
Mr Chandy seems to have been put
in his place, 'for no action has been
taken against the union, and its malign
influence on the affairs of the plant
continues. The only upshot was an
indefinite lay-off of about 4,000 workers who had no connection with the
strike, . far less with the sabotage.
Victimisation on a much bigger scale
has been planned now by the plant
authorities. Taking their cue from
the Deputy Prime Minister, who, during his last visit to Durgapur, was
reported to have said that the plant
could be effectively run by one-third
of the workers on roll, they seem
to have launched a massive programme of retrenchment. Ignoring earlier
assurances they have installed an electronic computer threatening the job
of abou.t 100 employees. The protest demonstrations have been used as
a pretext to declare a lock-out in the
affected department rendering about
500 employees jobless. There are
reports that lock-outs in some other
departments are in the offing, and if
the workers persist in their protest
an indefinite closure of the steel plant
is not ruled out so that when it reopens, the plant authorities may exercise their option to retain only those
of their choice. Thousands of policemen have been imported in Durgapur
in the last few weeks, and the stage
is set for a showdown with the dual
purpose of breaking the Employees'
Union and passing the buck for the
plant's miserable performance to the
workers.
When the public .sector has no
qualm in retrenching workers floutNOVEMBER
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ing government pledges, undertakings
in the private sector cannot lag behind. Nearly 25,000 jute workers
have already been laid off, and hardly a day passes without one establishment or another dispensing with the
services of some workmen.
Two
foreign oil companies, Burmah-Shell
and Caltex, have gone one better ;
they have retrenched more than 400
employees when the issue of job security is pending before a commission
of inquiry appointed by the Government of India. A third company,
Esso, is also contemplating a similar
step. In his limitless concern for the
well-being of workers the Union Labour Minister has described such retrenchment by the foreign monopolists

as mala fide ; but no action has followed. On the other hand, the State
Government, in its eagerness to uphold the supremacy of law and order,
has dispensed
with legal niceties
and deployed the police to break the,
protest strike of Burmah-Shell employees at Budge Budge. It it had
diverted a part of this alertness against
armed gangs marauding in Calcutta
and its suburbs, the people could go
about their lawful vocations in some
safety. The Left parties appear to be
too preoccupied with electioneering to
heed the signals of this planned onslaught on the workers' rights in connivance with the State ; they are doing so only at their peril.

The I(ing And Commandos

.'

The Jarring mission to bring peace
in the Middle East has failed. Despite U Thant's pronouncement that
it has not, it had been all through
unclear how the mission could have
fared otherwise. There had been,
from start to finish of this destined-tolimp mission, no single meeting point
between the Israeli and the Arab
stand. The Israeli stand for one
thing was one too many.
Levi
Eshkol had his Greater Israel stand,
Moshe Dayan had his annexation
stand, Abba Eban his nine-point and
Allon his noose-around-Jordan. Given
the equally powerful followers of
each one of the Israeli cabinet, only
the lowest common multiple of all
these stands could have been acceptable to Israel. On the other hand,
even the highest common factor of
these offers could not have been acceptable to the Arab governments,
that is, if their official stand was to
be believed.
Not that the Arab governments are
being obstinate. Under the pragmatic
guidance of their Russian mentors,
they have cOtlsiderably piped down.
No more, thank God, of that ancient
jehad to wipe out Israel. All they want:
would Israel accept the UN resolution of November 22 and vacate the
occupied territories?
Israel has proNOVEMBER
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duced po evidence that it has any
such intention. Talking about vacating?
Israel would' not even allow
any UN observer in the occupied
territory and U Thant had to swallow
the Is'raeli veto on the issue without
even a whimper.

All the Arab governments do not
think that Russian help alone would
see them out of the entanglement.
In Syria the pro-Soviet Prime Minister
and Foreign Minister have had to
make way for others. But in Jordan,
the country which has suffered most
during the six-day war, the situation
is not so bright. King Hussein is
having his own gambols. He is no
more the Arab lfirst and Jordanian
second. To keep his own throne safe,
he seems ready to negotiate peace ou
Israeli terms, which are clearly put
by Moshe Dayan: curb the commandos and have peace in Jordan. King
Hussein, frantically moving in London
to contact Israel, was angry that the
commandos should make the rocket
attack on the Port of Eilath. To appease Israel, he ordered his Bedouin
forces on November 3 to round off
prominent commando leaders and this
they did, killing sixteen people, officially, and injuring forty. King Hussein however knows that the commandos enjoy the full confidence of not
only the Jordanian people but of the
Army too. Hence the Ministry of
Interior ,!eyewash that a group of
hired persons, pretending to be honourable commandos, was straining
the good relation between the government and partisans. Meanwhile the
ISOO-strong Bedouin forces are patrolling all Jordanian towns to bar
the . commandos from entering the
towns. All the commando passes have
been cancelled. The commandos have
been squeezed into the Jordan valley
-between
the Israeli occupation on
the West Bank and Bedouin forces in
the east. Time only can tell if King
Hussein will go the way his grandfather King Abdullah did because he
was too eager to recognise Israel.

The Palestinian commandos
have
no illusion about a political settlement.
They know what they are fighting
against. They do not see any difference between a moderate Eshkol and
a hawkish Dayan,' neither do they see
why an indifferent Nixon can be any
different from a pro-Jew Humphrey.
It is not 'puny Israel the commando!!'
are 'fighting against, it is the U.S. which
is fighting in the Middle East by
proxy. That is why the Phantom jets
lent by Mr Johnson to Israel, even
when the Jarring mission was very
much on, did not shock the commandos, as they did the Arab governments.
The enemy being the U.S., they do
For Fl{ONTIER readers
not pin any faith on Russian promises either-the Russian emphasis on
West India can contact
defensive weapons for North Vietnam are more than an eye-opener.
S. D. CHANDAVARKAR
The solution is clear, the Arab peo10, Kanara House
ple have themselves to fight it out.
The intense liberation struggle on tIle Mogal Lane, Mahim
West Bank shows that the people have
taken up their task.
Bombay-16

Ul
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South Vietnam s

Other Government-I
LARRY
AL

IT should
be evident to even casual
students of the Vietnam war that
the National Liberation Front (NLF)
has successfully undermined the authority of the Saigon Government in
many areas of South Vietnam. More
important is the fact that beyond uprooting Saigon authority, the NLF has
established a rival Southern Government. The importance: if the U.S.
military were confronted only with
an insurgent army, American superior
firepower would surely prevail. But
the U.S. military is also confronted
with a government. And American
military technology is about as effective against the NLF Government as
a pickpocket in a nudist camp.
During my~ service in Vietnam
with the U.S. Army Special Forces, I
was in an excellent position to find
answers to many questions. As a historian for the 5th Special Forces
Group (which includes all American
soldiers in Vietnam who wear the now
famous green beret), I had access' to
the fiIes of Special Forces historical
section headquarters at Nha Trang,
Vietnam. Headquarters received daily
reports from every Special Forces
camp in South Vietnam. (There are
numerous' camps in every military
zone of the country, and most of the
camps are in NLF territory.)
The
reports were forthright. Not designed for propaganda, they were written
to provide an accurate description of
NLF activity in order that U.S. military leaders might be able to adapt
their techniques to the exigencies of
the war.
¥ In this article the writers' use of
this personal pronoun without reference to another source refers to Al
Adams. The writers found it convenient, when describing the experiences
of Mr Adams, to use the personal
pronoun.
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Besides gleaning information from
these reports, I was able to learn
about NLF governed area from re~
connaissance teams sent to gather intelligence in territory
controlled by
the Liberation Front. (I trained Vietnamese for Operation Delta, one of
the major U.S. Saigon reconnaissance
operations of the war.) I was also
stationed in several Special Forces
camps in NLF territory and visited
numerous others.
This report integrates informatron I
acquired 'first-hand in Vietnam with
other .primary evidence (eye-witness
accounts and documents written by
individuals who had access to information based on field work).
How many people are under NLF
authority ? As the following evidence
shows, about ten and a half million
(or about three-fourths)
of South'
Vietnam's fourteen and a half million
rural residents are under Liberation
Front control. Four million people
live in Liberation Territory. And at
least an additional six and a half million people are governed by an NLF
underground Imovement in areas of
nominal American-Saigon authority.
We tum first to a discussion of
Liberation Territory. According' to the
U.S. Government's official report on
countryside control, four million people live in rural areas which are under
total "VC supremacy,
except for
occasional allied forays." There are
no Saigon representatives in . these
areas, except for the soldiers who
conduct the "allied" forays. "Allied"
soldiers enter NLF territory on searchand-destroy operations, and then de~
part-leaving
behind their destruction
as the only memento of Saigon authority. Thus, Liberation Territory may
be defined as NLF-controlled
areas
where there is a total absence of any
lasting semblance of Saigon govern-

ment authonty--.Salgon ()ffi daIs or
"allied" soldiers.
There are few fifth columnists in
Liberation Territory. American bombings shepherded out of Liberation
Territory most of the people who were
either
pfo-Saigun
O!I politically
asexual. Those remaining in the liberated area are almost all NLF sympathizers. Accordingly, few inhabitants of Liberation Territory are willing to work against the NLF. Result :
with a minimum of troops deployed,
the Liberation Front maintains nearly
perfect security throughout the liberated areas.
By making a napalm purgatory out
of Liberation Territory, the American
Air Force has actually impeded the
U.S. ground forces'
search-and-destroy operations. Fleeing refugees have
sought Saigon-controlled territory to
escape the bombing. Thus, the U.S.
Air Force has inadvertently purged
the liberated areas of potential secret
agents who might have strengthened
American-Saigon intelligence by pinpointing the location of NLF troops.
Lacking this intelligence, U.S. ground
forces have the difficulty of making
contact (on its own terms) with the
enemy.
As the following typical
monthly figures show, minor searchand-destroy operations (from a squad
to battalion size) rarely make any
contact at all with NLF soldiers.
59,996.operations
451 contacts
72,794 operations 406 contacts
73,726 operations 491 contacts
This gives an average of one contact
to everyone hundred and 'fifty operations. Of course, in major operations
in which more than one battalion is
employed, the contact rate is much
higher, nearly one to every two operations-but the contact itself is frequently very minor. Without adequate intelligence, American searchand-destroy operations in Liberation
Territory are like hunts for a sliver of
glass on a shag rug.
While in Vietnam, I discovered firsthand the power realities "f Liberation Territory. I have been in Special
Forces camps which were supposed
to sponsor civic action projects in the
liberated areas in order to win the
people over the American~Saigon side.
•

I

I
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Forget it. Our civic
action teams
were about as welcome-in
the liberated areas as Arab .terrorists are in
Tel Aviv. We were completely waIled out from contact with the people.
So thorough was NLF control of the
areas surrounding
their camps, Special Forces civic action workers
remained inside the perimeters of the
camps-even
during the day. Instead
of weaning people
away from the
NLF, Special Forces camps in Liberation Territory serve as a constant reminder to the people that the NLF is
in control of everything
outside the
camps' perimeters.
Nominal Saigon Territory
Leaving the liberated areas, we now
turn to areas under nominal Saigon
control.
According
to official U.S.
Government estimates, in addition to
the four million people of Liberation
Territory,
another
six and one half
million rural Vietnamese, in areas of
nominal
Saigon-American
authority,
are under varying
degrees of NLF
control.
And of these six and one
half million, those under weakest NLF
authority
at least pay taxes to the
Liberation Front.
Thus, as even official American estimates acknowledge,
millions
of Vietnamese
living
in
"Saigon-controlled"
areas are under
partial control of the NLF Government.
In these areas the NLF operates
underground.
According to Special
Forces jargon, the Liberation Front's
underground government is known as
the infrastructure.
In practice,
the
infrastructure is an underground parallel hierarchy-a
rival system of control by which NLF agents function as
counterparts
of Saigon official~ frOnt
the village chief
down to the local
dogcatcher.
Jn some villages
officially
rated
under American-Saigon
control, Saigon officials have been
intimidated
into accepting a modus vivendi with
the local members of the NLF infrastructure.
Example:
the village of
Tan An Hoi. The Saigon officials in
the village admit that more than half
of the villagers are sympathetic with
the NLF and many of the men are
members of the Liberation Front. But
NOVEMBER
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the officials manifest little enthusiasm
for the task of rooting out members
of the NLF infrastructure.
Their lack
of zeal is understandable.
During
1967 the hamlet chief and two other
village officials were assassinated. NLF·
guerillas warned another official
to
cooperate by spraying his house with
machine-gun
fire in broad
daylight.
This selective use of terror
proved
effeCtive. A man nominated
to fill
the position of the slain hamlet chief
became so terrified that he drove immediately to Saigon and has not been
heard from since.
Although a new
chief was appointed,
he has chosen
to live and let live. During the daytime the chief and the other village
officials stay in Tan An Hoi but do
little to interfere with the activities of
the local members of the NLF.
And
at dusk every
semblance' of Saigon
authority in Tan An Hoi is pillowed
for the night.
Nearly all the officials
close up their homes and move to the
safety of the security, compound in the
village centre.
The military
police
also retire to their defences in the village, while the villagers
who sympathize with Saigon are left unguarded,
protected only by their silence
and
passivity.
The Saigon officials in Tan An Hoi
wield authority like rabbits in a lion's
lair.
Yet, while their
authority
is
more nominal than actual, the Tan An
Hoi officials at least live in their village. This is not true of about seventy
per cent of the village
officials in
nominal Saigon-controlled
areas.
According to the ChrilStian Science Monitor correspondent Beverly Deepe,
In the [Saigon] Government areas,
70 per cent of the Government's
:Ramlet and village officials are considered to be operating in exile, refusing to live in their assigned areas
particularly
at night ... Some have
set up their village offices several
miles away from the villages in the
district
headquarters.
(Christian
Science Monitor, April 13, 1968).
NLF cadres took advantage
of the
power vacuum left in the countryside
by these village governments in exile.
The tentacles of
Liberation
Front
power tightened throughout the rural
areas.
By May 1968 all six major

roads leading into Saigon were choked off by the NLF; an economic blockade of the capital city from the countryside
was effected.
(The airways
alone were able to supply
Saigon.)
Beyond all reasonable
controversy,
. the National Liberation
Front is the
most
powerful
government
in the
South Vietnamese
countryside.
NLF authority is not confined to
the countryside.
The Liberation Front
is also a potent force in the cities,
as illustrated - by AP correspondent
Hugh Mulligan's account of an incident at Saigon's Phu Thu race course:
One Sunday I went to the track
with some helicopter pilots in civilian clothes.
We ventured out to
the paddock.
The track security
officer, an owl-eyed man with
a
big panama hat and the
unmistakable bulge of a revolver in his
coat pocket, approached
us
with
alarm.
"Don't
come out here again" he
admonished.
"Not safe for Ameri- .
cans. Not secure. Vietcong all over."
As Mulligan asked, what other track
in the world can boast that the government controls the club house and
the grandstand, "while everything else
is considered enemy territory?"
Actually, the NLF may even control the
,results of the races at the Phu Thu
COurse. According to the former head
of the British Advisory Mission
in
Vietnam
(Sir Robert
Ifhompson),
when a village about fifteen miles west
of Saigon was
captured
from the
NLF, Thompson~entering
the village
-noticed
quite a few lfit and well-fed racing
ponies.
On enquiry I learnt that
they had been raced in Saigon every
weekend.
It would have been interesting to investigate their form.
I am sure that the Vietcong had
no difficulty in fixing the results of
races and in bringing off a number
of successful betting coups.
NLF urban agents do more than
play the horses.
The files of the Saigon police show that the Liberation
Front has undercover agents in every
city and country.
And they even turn
up in American
offices. On one
occasion an observant U.S. official dis.covered a female NLF agent working
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was at Special Forces Headquarters
in Nha Trang, I noticed that the U.S.
servicemen stationed there were less
concerned about NLF terrorism than
GIs were in most other parts of Vietnam. The reason: since Liberation
Front soldiers used Nha Trang for
r & r, NLF terrorists would not think
of detonating explosives in the city's
recreation areas, lest the explosion
kill an NLF Army commander~resting between battles.
During most of the war, the NLF
has restricted its use of violence in
the cities. But in January 1968 the
Liberation Front rent the urban veil
of serenity with an electrifyin;; series
of uprisings in nearly forty major
cities and towns, including twentyeight provincial capitals.
More than just showing a tremendous NLF military capacity in the
cities, the~Tet offensive and the later
fighting in Saigon demonstrated that
the Liberation Front has a considerable following within the urban areas .
During Tet, Saigonese held a series of
funerals (with or without corpses).
so that the coffins would serve as a
Trojan Horse to smuggle weapons for
NLF soldiers into Saigon in the funeral procession. And
during the
May offensive in the capital, NLF
soldiers had their weapons cached in
Saigon before they in'filtrated the city.
This could not have occurred without
the assistance of Saigon residents.
Actually, after NLF soldiers infiltrated the cities, they were joined by
members of the NLF urban underground. At least two eye-witness accounts so attest. The assistant director
of a distillery in Saigon's Binh
Tay district, Francois Schafer, reported that he saw around ,one
hundred teen-agel's, living near his
factory, receive red bands and rifles
from NLF soldiers, who said they had
come from the Mekong delta. Many
of the weapons, Schafer
said, had
been wrapped in banana leaves and
has a more effective tax-collecting sys- buried in the ground around houses
factory. He said
tem than the Saigon government
in surrounding his
NLF soldiers dug up the weapons bethe capital city.
Liberation Front soldiers have even fore the battle for the capital began
used some of the cities (especially Da. and gave them to the recruits. The
Nang and Nha Trang) as rest and other 'first-hand account was provided
recreation (r & r) centres. While I by an American woman social work-

in an American office in Saigon. A
discriminating observer of the feminine bust line, the American
was
pleased each morning to ndte that
the girl appeared to be a real bombshell. But at the end of the day she
seemed deflated. The American's desire turned to disappointment
and
suspicion. One morning he ordered
a body search pulled on the girl. She
was a bombshell indeed. The police
found her brassiere packed with plastic explosives. A few more days and
she would have had stored enough
to obliterate the building where she
worked.
Although generally not this dynamic, the NLF's urban undercover
agents 'perform a vital function: intelligence gathering. The Liberation
Front has instituted training programmes to teach its urban workers
how to gain the con'fidence of American servicemen in order to learn all
they can about U.S. military opera. tions. The NLF has had remarkable
success-frequently
learning in advance where Amer~can ~oldie,ys are
to be sent. For example, in December 1967 the 176 Brigade of the
101st Airborne was supposed to make
a parachute drop behind enemy lines.
Shortly before the operation
was
scheduled to take place, an American
reconnaissance plane took photographs
of the landing site where the drop
was to be made. The photographs
showed NLF gun emplacements and
a sign, "Welcome 176." The drop
was cancelled.
.
In addition to gathering vital information, NLF agents exercise considerable influence in the cities. Business establishments regularly pay taxes
to Liberation Front collectors. This
was reported by Newsweek's
senior
editor Arnaud de Borchgrave, whose
experience as a reporter in Vietnam
goes back to the early 1950s. According to de Borchgrave, his own contacts in Saigon revealed that the NLF
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er who was in Hue' during the NLF's
three week occupation of that city.
After seeing many of the enemy
soldiers, she reported,
"The really
strange thing was how many of the
local 'people joined up with them. I
would guess that about 30% ot the
forces on our apartment grounds were
local people."
From the standpoint of control over
population, the NLF quali'fies as a
government. Exercising effective control over more people in the countryside than does the Saigon regime, the
Liberation Front also has considerable authority in the cities. Indeed,
the NLF has more people under its
authority than do-half the governments
(Vientiane, Phnom Penh, and Kuala
Lumpur) of the south-eastern rim of
,llhe Asian continent.
What are the territorial
of NLF-controlled
areas?

boundaries

Liberation
Territory is not confined to any section of South Vietnam. Rather, ~LF
liberated areas are integrated throughout the South with territory
under
Saigon authority. On official U.S.
maps, the NLF's areas are shown as
patches of red. The maps look like
the skin of someone with a bad case
of psoriasis.
But the maps fail to show South
Vietnam's political nightlife. Liberation Territory has a nocturnal extension. At dusk throughout nominally
Saigon-controlled areas, hamlet chiefs
leave their rural offices and drive to
the towns and cities. As the Saigon
officials scramble to beat
the rush
hour traffic, local NLF cadres openJy
don the mantle of authority
and
"Saigon-controlled" hamlets become
fully liberated-at
least for the night.
To accurately show the boundaries
of NLF-controlled areas, it is necessary to have two maps-one each for
night and day. The map showing
daytime control would resemble
a
checkerboard: red squares would represent the liberated areas, and black
squares would show the areas under
"Saigon contro1." The map depicting
nighttime control would also have
black and red squares. But more
(about five out of six) squares would
be red. (About five out of six, or
NOVEMBER
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about 10,500 out of 12,500 hamlets
are without a Saigon hamlet chief
at night).
What responsibilities does the Liberation From impose on the, people
under its control? Probably the most
unavoidable responsibility of citizenship in any State is that of paying
taxes. This is also a major duty of
citizens in NLF-controlled areas. As
reported by the U.S. Operations Mission, in Vietnam, the NLF collects
taxes in' ninety-three per cent of the
provinces in South Vietnam. And in.
about two-thirds of the Southern provinces, NLF taxation procaeds on a
formalized basis with bond issues, tax
tables and proper receipts. (According to the same USOM report, Saigon
control is ~'acceptably effective" in only
thirteen per cent of the South's provinces.)
When the NLF gains control of an
area, it is careful to reduce taxes on
land and crops well below the government level or even to remit them
for a while. Because the Liberalion
Front's village administration has no
overhead, NLF cadres can reduce
taxes and still have sufficient money'
to govern effectively.
Though often lowering taxes, the
NLF has mobilized the people' of the
liberated areas to support
the war
effort. Life in the liberated areas is
remarkably frugal. For example, at
about two o'clock in the
morning
(when they are unlikely to be seen
from American spotter planes), peasants harvest napalm shell cases from
the fields. The peasants sell the metal
to town scrap merchants for sixteen
piastres (twenty-two cents a kilo).
The money contributes to Liberation
Territory's war economy.
NLF theoreticians are in earnest
when they call the war a people's war.
All the people have a responsibility.
The young men fight. Little children
carry messages. Women sew unifOims and make crude but serviceable
,weapons. Even elderly women sharpen punji sticks.
Thus American
forces are confronted with more than
an Army-a
mobilized people.
(To be concluded)
From The Minority of One, October, 1968. Abridged.
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Goa AICC : Flat Beer
FROM

A

POLITICAL

THEvictim
Congress has always been a
of its own hypocrisy. No
Congressman can oppose prohibition
on principle because the party has
been committed to it since 1888. But
Dr Sushila Nayyar's resolution seeking total dry law in the country by
October 2, 1969 was a trifle more
than a joke in poor taste on the Goan
people. For a population of over six
lakhs, Goa has 300 licensed bars and
liquor shops in addition to 600 taverns.
When the All India Prohibition
Council put up temperance posters
some mysterious local agency in
Panjim retaliated with posfers displaying bottles and glasses and expressing the solicitous wish that visitors to the place would make the best
use of their stay.
As Congress sessions go, the one
in Panaji was the least consequential
and least significant. If anything, prohibition was dead at the end of the
debate. Whatever Dr Sushila Nayyar's earnestness, prohibition is a
political vested interest for the "prohibition lobby" and the Syndicate was
set to fight it. When Dr Sushila
Nayyar claimed she had a sheaf of
telegrams from people all over India
supporting prohibition, the wag said
all the telegrams must be from the
bootleggers.
The one-day exercise on prohibition
was like a bottle of beer gone flat.
The Congress Working Committee
was in a fix for a while, divided as
it was on the immediate prohibition
demand. The Chief Ministers were
against prohibition and nothing could
stop some of them from relaxing it
in the name of rationalisation. If by
any mischance there was a snap vote
favouring Dr Sushila Nayyar's demand
for total prohibition in the Gandhi
Centenary Year the Chief Ministers
would have been put to the utmost
embarrassment.
The split in the
Working Committee was not surprising. Mrs Indira Gandhi was all too
happy at Mr Morarji Desai's discom-

CORRESPONDENT

titure at having to line up with the
rest of the Working Committee on
the issue. The. great puritan is believed to have taken the position that
if the resolution was put to vote he
would have to support it as a true
Gandhian. But later under the Syndicate's pressure he gave in and settled for supporting whatever modification the Working Committee would
suggest to the resolution.
It was odd that the Working Committee could not make up its mind
on the resolution until after it had
been debated for the whole morning. By the afternoon the compromise
formula was hammered out and that
was the height of hypocrisy. The
Working Committee would not directly admit that the prohibition experiment had failed. It would still
profess faith in it but set a seven-year
deadline. The Working Committee's
whole preoccupation was to ward off
the prohibition lobby's challenge. In
result prohibition died. One can be
sure that like the other resolutions of
the AICC this one would gather dust
in the archives in Jantar Mantar Road.
In any case, the exercise was a
little more than
academic because
the Congress cannot arbitrate on anything on behalf of the whole nation.
West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar
and Punjab are under President's rule
and it is by no means certain the
Congress could win any of them at
the mid-term elections next February.
Kerala, Madras, Orissa and Madhya
Pradesh are under non-Congress governments and the Congress has no
locus standi in relation to any of
them. Of the Congress States, Jammu
and Kashmir and Rajasthan are totally dry at the moment while Andhra
Pradesh and Mysore are partially wet.
Gujarat is supposed to be a model
dry State. Maharashtra is whittling
down prohibition in the name of
rationalising it.
Mr Ram Saheb Pandey summed it
up rather cynically during the debate.
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After seven years the Congressmen
would have the resolution
in their
pockets but the State Governments
would have slipped out of their fold.
Lobby indications are that
the
Working Committee and the Chief
Ministers are not serious about the
seven-year deadline. The prohibition
lobby tried to make political capital
by linking up the Gandhi Centenary
with their demand. Mr C. Subramaniam's effort was to delink prohibition
from the Gandhi. Centenary. Once
the Centenary is over,
prohibition
\yould be forgotten. Meantime more
and more States are likely to go back
on their /prohibition commitment.
The second day's debate on the
tasks of Congressmen in the Gandhi
Centenary Year was as irrelevant. If
the Congress was committed to Gandhism the task should have been a
continuing one 'and not limited to
the centenary year. The ginger group
leader, Mr S. N. Mishra, tried to put
some content into the insipid resolution by suggesting inclusion of rapid
economic development among the
tasks.
No Ideology
There was no ideology involved
either in prohibition or in the platitudes on Mahatma Gandhi. About
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I, 100 out of about 3,300 State Assembly seats in the country are at
stake for the Congress in the February mid-term elections in West Bengal, Bihar, Orissa and Punjab. The
Congress had lost power in all these
States when President's Rule was
clamped down. The Congress is facing the electorate without a new manifesto or a ,supplementary manifesto
which means it is not prepared to
make any fresh commitment beyond
innocuous ,promises
like drinking
water (an overdone gimmick like the
Gandhi legacy or Nehru legacy). The
opposition parties are making fresh
commitments to the electorate, in
contrast. The lessons of the 1967
debacle have not been learnt by the
Congress leadership and nothing has
been done to revitalise the party between the last general elections aI).d
the coming mini-general elections.

Kerala

Minister For Lawlessness
RAM]!

Union Law Minister, Mr
THEPanampilli
Govinda Menon, has

assumed a new role. At a meeting of
Congress workers in Trichur on
November 3 he exhorted his partymen to take up arms in a do-or-die
battle against the United Front Government. That this was done under
the thin vACUSC o:li 'self-defence' in
an alleged situation 'in which life and
property of the· people are not safe,
has not deceived anyone.
The plan of the Congre~s has become plain, with tLis call to arms by
Panampilly. The first stage was the
hue and cry raised over the 'disobedience' of the Central Ordinance by
Among the delegates, a new kind the State Government.
Since the
of apathy seemed to have become Centre had not thought lfit to oblige
fashion. They knew the leadership their State level underlings, the Prawas impervious even to the threat the desh Congress is now on the second
Congress faced in some of these Stat~s leg of their campaign: organised lawas a result of erosion of its mass base. lessness in the name of 'insecurity'
The immediate preoccupation of the and Central intervention as a logical
bosses of course would be funds to corollary to it. But, as an example
fight the elections. Once again i~ is of impropriety and intolerance, Panamgoing to be Mr S. K. Patil and Mr pilly's call would be hard to beat.
Atuly Ghosh, the star fund;..raisers, Under all normal circumstances such
acquiring a new sense of importance utteranc~s would be sufficient to seor a new lease of life.
cure a term in detention. That the
State Government stayed its hands
Mr Atulya Ghosh made perhaps and allowed the Minister to get away
his maiden AICC speech supporting with his incendiary remarks, is a trithe resolution on the Gandhi Cen- bute to its tolerance and, maybe, an
tenary. Earlier during the session, index of its confidence to enforce law
Mr C. Subramaniam had said that the and order, in spite of the Congress
Gandhians were a vanishing genera- moves.
tion. Perhaps he did not know that
During the UF regime there have
neo-Gandhians were already taking been political murders. But, curiousover the c0ltntry. We have gone from ly enough, the victims have all been
one AICC session to another but the Marxist Communists. Last year one
problem has always been drinking Karunakaran was murdered in broad
water. Of all the laudable Gandhian daylight by his political adversaries.
objectives, if one remembers right, the A few months back at Kottayam ope
drinking water gimmick was lfirst put Marxist worker, Kunju, was brutally
across at Jabalpur at the height of the murdered by the Congress goons. A
Young Turk and ginger group offen- few weeks back
another
Marxist, .
sive for privy purse abolition and eli- Khader, was killed at Chittoor, in
mination of monopolies. It has been Palghat District. The insecurity, if
drinking water since, all along the any, has been the privilege of the
Congress path.
traditionally underprivileged section.
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Kattayam furnishes a fine example af
this. There
under the label af
'Pawra Samithi' a gaanda army has
been arganised by the wealthy landawners, planters and- Cangressmen
af the regian.
There is hawever sufficient pravacatian far the Cangress to. maunt this
campaign af lawlessness in a massively arganised manner just naw. The
University Bill, the Panchayat Bill,
and tne Agricultural Refarms Bill, all
camparatively pragressive measures
calculated to. hit the vested interests
where it hurts mast, are an the anvil
naw. And this has praved a red rag
to. the Cangress bull. The UF Gavernment has to. be tappled and that
tao. qqicldy. This is a campulsian af
the Pradesh Cangress in its rale as
traditianal lackeys af vested interests.
But it is certain that hawever much
they may try, the Cangress and the
vested interests will nat be able
to. maunt anather 'liberatian struggle'
in Kerala. Far ane, the Cangress itself, as reparted already, is split and
the reactianary
leadership cannat
caunt an the suppart af its mass based Yauth Cangress wing. Secandly,
the peaple in general are alive to. this
danger and cannat be expected to.
serVe as catspaws, o.nce again, in spite
af the fact that the bishaps have given
a call far a jehad against the Gavernment and have threatened to. clase
dawn their calleges if the University
Bill is pushed thraugh. Against this,
their awn traditianal to.als, the students
and the teachers, have rallied in suppart af the Bill.
All this daes nat imply that the
Centre needs any genuine excuse far
interventian. Maybe, it wauld do. so.
under a caaked up excuse af breakdawn af law and arder which cauld
be whipped up in the abliging calumns
af the leading newspapers.
Currently the Centre is guilty af a
grave pravacatian to.wards the State
Gilvernment. On the SOS sent by
the Accauntant General (af all persans) and athers, the Centre had
drafted a big farce af the Central Reserve Palice, o.stensibly to. guard the
Central Gavernment institutians during the taken strike by Central Gavernment servants an September 19.
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Althaugh the alleged pravacatian far meet at Ernakulam was their shaw :
this unnecessary mave died dawn lang they footed every pie af the expense.
ago., the CRP is still here and fram They provided affice accammodatian
.the laak af it, this farce is likely to. free in their huge building in Ernabe permanently lacated here, as a kulam to. the AICC and stagemanaged
sinister symbal af the o.verlardship af the empty shaw and duly settled the
the Centre aver the State Gavern- bills, besides accarding princely hasment. These Central Gavernment farc- pitality to. the leading all-India Canes have begun to take the law into. gress figures who. had came far the
their awn hands. Same few weeks back meet.
faur af them abscanded with rifles
and Sten guns and bullets and were
later traced in the dacaits' damain
near Chambal. In their encaunter
with the palice· twa were killed but
ane has escaped with part af the arms
H. RAO
and ammunitian to. jain his camrades,
the armed dacaits af the Chambal
Hyderabad
valley!
Cansciaus af their superiar
sweeter the sugar, the bitterer
pasitian, the CRP stationed in Kerala
seems the cantraversy raging
have been guilty af grave mis- around the cane price in Andhra
canduct. In Trivandrum they pase a and ather States.
threat to the lives and praperty af
Oinegrawers in Andhra tald the
citizens. They have been guilty af millawners paint-blank that they can
camman theft and af vialent intru- get cane fram them anly an payment
sian into. hames and malestatian
af of Rs. 125 per quintal. Earlier, the
wamen.
khandesari
sugar factary
awner~
Anather notewarthy news-~tem is threatened that they would nat go. an
the evidence tendered befare the ane- steam unless this was dane ar that
man enquiry co.mmissian, appainted was canceded. The Unian Deputy
to. go. thraugh the affairs af that na- Faad Minister, Mr Shinde, ruled aut
tariaus organisatian, the Kerala State any passibility af revising the miniElectricity Baard. It has came to. light mum cane price, which was Rs. 73
that 'eminent' persans· have been per quintal. As to. what price the
guilty af abusing their influence and millawners pay and canegrowers agree
pasitian to. favaur a cauple af can- is a matter left to. lacal circumstances,
tratars near Cachin. These fabulaus- he added. Still, we are tald we are
Iy wealthy cantractars, thanks to. the in the age af planning!
behind-the-scenes help rendered by
The facts are simple : last year, the
Cangress stalwarts, have benefited to. Gavernment af India fixed the minithe tune af crares af rupees thraugh mum cane price at Rs. 73, but nane
flagrant partiality extended to. them in accepted it. F~r instance, the Andhra
the acceptance af blaated tenders for Gavernment discussed the matter at
massive warks an the hydel projects Cabinet level and "recammended" to.
in the State like ldikki, Sabarigiri the millawners to. pay Rs. 110. It
etc. It is naw plain that the Cang- did so. an the graund that the millress leaders, the cantractars
and owners who. have been allawed to. sell
the tap men af the Baard have 40 per cent af their productian
in
swindled public maney to. the tune af the apen market would be minting
crares and, what is mare, highly vital profit and therefare the canegrawerl>
hydel prajects have been held up for have a right to. a share in this laat.
lang periads during which the dark The mi1lawners paid this price ar
farces behind the scenes saught elbaw less, depending an their bargaining
raam to. put their dirty plans acrass.
capacity with the canegrowers. While
It is interesting to nate that the twa this was the position in Andhra, in
cantractars, staunch Cangressmen bath same ather States, fancy prices were
af them, have been grateful far paid to. the canegrowers, going up to.
favaurs received. The j 966 AICC Rs. 150 in certain cases. Mr Shinde
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himself admitted at a meeting in
Vijayawada that, except in Andhra
and Mysore, canegrowers got good
prices in other States.
Every sector drew its own lesson
from last year's practice. The cane
growers concluded that the government is on the millers' side and is in·
terested only in their profits. So, let
us pressurise and get as high a price
as possible this year. The millers,
fattened on last's years profits, were
determined to maintain their rate of
prO'fit. They do not mind paying
Rs. 110 or whatever they paid last
year, but they would not 'agree to
it straightaway and would concede it
only after making some noise. The
Government which found it profitable
for its party purposes to allow millowners to sell a percentage of sugar
in the open market was satisfied with
its ostrich-like policy. None of them
was the least concerned
with the
consumer, ,:"ho had to pay through
his nose any price ranging from
Rs. 3.50 to Rs. 5 per kilo in the open
market.
.

For

SOOTHING RELIEF
from
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This year, the Government inaugUrated the controversy with an
announcement that last year's policy
would continue, with the only difference that the percentage of sugar that
millowners will be allowed to sell in
the open market would be thirty and
not forty. Despite this decrease in
percentage, the total quantity of sugar
that would be available for free sale
would be the same as last year-nine
lakh tons. So, the millowners, who
would have otherwise raised a storm,
kept quiet, as the
Americans kept
quiet over the Soviet Army entry into Czechoslovakia. The Government
thought that, with a larger quantum
of sugar available to the consumers
through controlled channels, there
would: be less demand for sugar in the
open market and, therefore, the open
market price of sugar would come
down.
The field is now left open for an
open battle between the millowners
and canegrowers. Mount as much
pressure as possible and get as big a
share of the loot of the millownersthis is the strategy of the cane growers.
Concede as .little as possible and retain as much as is possible-this
is
the line of action of the millowners.
But, what about the consumer?
To
hell with him.
The root cause of the present
muddle can be traced to the Government's decision to allow a certain
percentage of production in the open
market for free sale. This led the
millowners to mint money and gave
rise to the demand of canegrowers
for a higher price. If only the government had stuck to its policy of full
control on sugar last year and continued that policy,
the chain reactions would not have set in and sugar
would have been available even in the
blackmarket at a marginally higher
price only and not at 200 to 300 per
cent more.
It was the surrender of the Government at the Centre
to the millowners, lobby that has led
to the muddle.

ftM8~!~~J4"
for over 75 years

Harijans

It is true that the killers of the
Rarijan at Kanchikacherla on Gandhi
Jayanti Day were Rarijans themselves,
10

but they killed not out of their own
volition, but as pawns in a game between two sections of landlords in
that village.
As a senior police official himself
put it, the oppressed people have 'become conscious of their rights during
the last 20 years and this awakening
is not liked by those who hold
economic power in the rural side and
in whose hands the Congress rulers
placed politic~power as well tInough
the instrument of Panchayat _Raj.
The landowning gentry are in an
aggressive mood and want to put
down this awakening. They know
that the Government is on their side.
Otherwise, how can one account for
no immediate arrests when a Rarijan
was burnt alive some months ago, no
arrests when a Rarijan was killed on
Gandhi Jayanti Day, no arrests when
a Rarijan was killed in Manikonda,
but immediate arrests of Rarijans
themselves in' Tunikkipadu village in
the same Krishna district where a
village munsiff shot a Rarijan dead in
broad daylight, after the h9useS of
some non-Rarijans had been burnt?
Vallabhi a small village in Khammam district, witnessed a ghastly incident when the non-Rarijans raided
a Rarijan colony at midday, beat them
up, drove them out of the villa.ge for
more than forty days, razed theIr huts
to the ground and walked away with
the loot. Acharya Bhansale had to
stay for a month in the village to restore confidence among the Rarijans
and bring them back to the village.
In another village in Warangal district, according to a local CPI daily,
half-a-dozen people caught hold of a
Rarijan labourer and poured endrine
down his throat and did him to death.
In both cases, none has been arrested
so far. In the earlier incident, the
problem was that Radjans asked for
a government bazar land, which the
landlords had occupied and used for
grazing their cattle.
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Manipur Movement

neighbouring Nagaland with a population of about 400,000 and an area
Calcutta
of
about
6,000
square
miles
could
be
KALYAN
CHAUDHURI
a State, there was no reason why
Manipur with a population of one
long simmering movement for million and an area of about 8,500
Statehood for Manipur is now square miles should be deprived of
IN
a few days Governor Shri
charged with a spirit of violence. Statehood.
Dharma Vira can celebrate if he
Walls, building facades, trees and vehiThe Secretary of the AMSDC, Mr likes the anniversary of his emergence
cles in Imphal and in remote areas Achaw Singh, a local SSP leader and as the strong man of West Bengal after
in hills and plains carry the same former MLA, told the Home Minis- summarily dismissing the United Front
poster-Statehood
Our Birthrightter that upgrading of Manipur from Government. It is doubtful, however,
and the open
participation of the Union Territory to a full-fledged State if he is likely to feel much pleasure at
Congress, the ruling party, in the mo- had become an immediate necessity to his achievements. Law and order
vement during the past few months safeguard its territorial integrity. The which were supposed to have received
has added strength to the agitation, discontent among the Manipur people a morale-building boost are' visibly
so long carried on by the All Manipur was going to crystallise and there were disintegrating like the roads and pubStatehood Demand Com mit tee
The Governor is, of
secret, disintegrating forces to en- lic transport.
(AMSDC) comprising the SSP, PSP courage public discontent. The re- course, right when he says that roberand the CPL.
cently formed Manipur Meitei State ries and dacoities have always been
A memorandum submitted to the Committee, believed to be a pro- there but it does seem that they are
Union Home Minister, Mr Y. B. Nagaland Federal Government organi- now perpetrated with greater ease.
Chavan, during his recent one-day stay sation, had growing influence on the Whether the greater expertise is due to
in the territory by the AMSDC placed
student community and its calls for the exhibitions in connection with the
the demand on official record. Mr direct co-operation with NFG was Crime Prevention Week some months
Chavan was welcomed by a massive
meeting with response from people back, it is difficult to say. What is
black-flag demonstration immediately
worse is that the necessary will or
who were sick of the Centre's apatheafter landing at Imphal airport. It tic attitude towards the demand for effort to check crime does not seem to
was difficult to shut one's eyes, partiStatehood. "The situation", accord- be there. Daylight robberies are hapcularly. after the agitation by crowds
ing to Mr Singh, "might go out of pening one after another and political
~ all along the 6-mile road from Imphal
control and another Vietnam is likely murders and assaults taking place
airport to the town. And in the town
without really much being done about
in thi~ part oJ' the north-easte~n re- them.
itself the demonstrators, mainly begion of India if the Manipur people,
longing to the Youth Congress, particularly students, join hands with
Sad to relate, Mr Dharma Vira's
AMSDC and the SSP's Students' .underground Mizos and Nagas who trusted officials are letting him down .
Front Samajvadi Yubajana Sabha, are quite active in Manipur."
According to naturalists, beavers when
chased the Home Minister in procesthey overpopulate a colony, fight
The All Party Statehood Demand
sions all the time during his hurried
amongst themselves and reduce their
Committee feels that economic nonmovements under heavy military proown numbers. It may be we have too
viability which has been put forward as
tection.
many officials in West Bengal and by
one of the points against conferment of
The Manipur Territorial Congress Statehood for Manipur, a single-dis- a natural law they have started in'fighting, with results that can be only
Committee, which has so far been trict Union Territory, is hardly
an
disastrous for the people. Or it may
taking a passive role in the movement, acceptable argument.
Manipur is
at a recent meeting passed a strongly surplus in foodgrains and there are be only a question of nerves, with the
elections and an unknown future for
worded resolution in SUpport of it. A
acres of land not yet exploited. The
section of MTCC spoke in favour of valley is fertile, with tremendous forest them only three months away. On the
giving an ultimatum to the Centre for resources which can help make the other hand, the employers display no
such nervousness. They are bent upon
granting Statehod to Manipur with- territory self-sufficient.
making the best they can of the prein a specific period. One of its spokesMeanwhile, the Manipur Territorial
men told me that they had to pass Congress Committee has decided to sent situation and keeping ready for
such a strong resolution. The Chief form an action committee to step up all eventualities.
All in all, Mr Dharma Vira ,may be
Minister of Manipur, Mr Koireng
the movement for early realisation
Singh, in an interview said that if of Statehood, quite ahead of the 1972 justi'fied in feeling a disillusioned man
and not willing to have many happy
general election. Strangely, the rulreturns
of the day, gubernatorially
OUf agent at Vanarasi is
ing party, like the AMSDC, has de- speaking.
cided to go for direct action and raise
MANNALAL DAS
volunteers to carryon
their proAt long last it appears that the CalD-35j321A Jangambari
'.•.....
_/
gramme of agitation.
cutta Metropolitan Water and Sanit:::NOVEMBER 16, 1968
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tion Authority has started work on its
plans to prevent waterlogging in Calcutta. No matter that the first choice
is in the heart of the business centre.
There are some areas on the outskirts
where large numbers suffer and whose
misery could be removed at much less
cost. We must not look a gift horse
in the mouth, specially when there is
promise of more to come.
The first part of the scheme at a cost
of Rs. 16 lakhs is expected to be completed in 18 months' time. At this
rate, unless simultaneous work is
taken up, the. whole amount of Rs. 90
lakhs earmarked for the job, will take
about 8 years to spend. By then we
can be sure more areas will suffer
from the disease of waterlogging as is
happening every year; so the end is
nowhere in sight.
Curious to see what progress had
been made, I found -that after four
days' only a short ditch had been dug
up, an overseer supervising the work
of a dozen or so indifferent workers.
In fact I have seen more progress in
digging foundations of small private
houses. The only thing that had progressed, or it may have been taken up
earlier, was the construction of semipermanent hutments for use of the
contractor's men, along the pavement.
Incidentally, the idea of discharging
storm water directly into the Hooghly
by force of gravity is not a new one.
Apart from the aqueducts of the
Romans, parts of the Calcutta Maidan
are drained in this way as also the vast
area under Fort William: There
is a flood gate over the main drain,
discharging the water from the Maidan
but probably no one knows whose job
it is to operate the gates. As a result
it has happened, sometimes that instead
of draining the Maidan, water has
flowed up the drain and flooded it.
No doubt the experts who have
made the scheme for getting rid of
waterlogging must have taken all factors into account. But it is not necessary to be over-awed too much by the
technocrats. No one should be surprised if an occasional bore along the
Hooghly pushes in a little water up
the storm water drain. Or if some lowlying parts get a little backflow from
12

the Hooghly at highwater mark during
the monsoons.
:to

:to

Satellite townships are of course a
necessity for Calcutta to avoid growing congestion. But planned attempts
to meet the need have only met with
frustration while unplanned expansion
of townships goes on apace. Kalyani,
the dream child of the late Dr B. C.
Roy, is still suffering from growing
pains. All the plots have been sold
off but except for a few dedicated
Kalyanites, the prospect does not
attract many others. Even those who
have not forsaken Kalyani through all
difficulties and have found a haven of
peace there are growing gradually disillusioned with the ..apathy of the Government agencies. Burglaries are on
the increase with the police unable or
unwilling to do anything. Electricity
is an uncertain affair. On top of that
is that, for all the poor amenities,
the Notified Area Authority demands
exorbitant taxes which even solid citizens feel it would be a sign of cowardice to pay.
Nearer, the Salt Lake City is going through its birth pangs. The question which has come up is how the
silt-filled, land will stand uP. to the
weight of the buildings constructed on
it. This, one would have supposed, is
a question which should have been
settled before embarking on the ptoject and setting some standards, the
only thing to be done afterwards being to see whether the land could
stand the tests.
However, when questions
were
raised by the public about the weight
bearing capacity of the silt-filled land,
the only thing the Government c,ould
think of was to ask the Yugoslav experts who, it seems, were also in the
dark. Ultimately, it was settled to
send a delegation to Yugoslavia to
make an on-the-spot study. This unfortunately has created more problems
than it has solved, since instead of the
original two-man technical team, the
Secretary of the Irrigation Department
included himself in, leaving out the
soil expert. Mr Mazumdar's argument that there should have been one
non-technical man capable- of taking
an overall view of the thing is just

plausible though the suspicion remains
that the unseemly wrangle about who
should have gone on the delegation
was prompted more by the prospect of
a free trip overseas rather than by the
needs. of the job. We have too many
technocrats requiring checks on them. _...•
There is one at the Centre who, unable to do anything about the floods
all over the country in spite of crores
being spent, has proposed that people
should be prevented by law from living
on lands liable to be flooded. This is
surprising, to say the least. With all
the best lands situated on both sides
of rivers which are all prone to overflow some year Or the other, Dr Rao
would have a sizeable portion of
India's population to resettle.
To return to the subject of the Salt
Lake City, one thing puzzles me.
Though nothing on this scale has been
done earlier, building houses on !filledup pond big and small is not something new in Calcutta. 'In fact a good
percentage of houses in Calcutta have
been built on such reclaimed land.
Why can we not rely on our own experience and enlarge upon it? All
foreign experts need not nec~ssarily
prove right always. Even Sir William
Emerson, the British architect who
designed
the
Victoria
Memorial
Hall, apparently failed to properly anticipate the amount of subsidence
of the structure due to the surrounding tanks.'
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President towards India were quickly both were evasive about defining polidispelled in New Delhi with the re- cies in advance to the electorate.
collection that similar apprehensions However, the paper says that for all
American Election
had been entertained in some quarters the setback to a detente in Europe
in this country after the triumph of caused by ,Russia's intervention in
COMMENTATOR
Mr Eisenhower in 1952. But Mr Czechoslovakia, a dialogue with RusEisenhower continued the helpfully sia .is still the continuin-g need of the
FROM the public interest roused cooperative attitude of his Democratic
in this country over the Ameri- predecessor, Mr Harry S. Truman. United States. For one thing, Russia
can presidential election it would seem Not all agree with his view ; another has shown its~lf helpful in the promothat the future of India is inextricably paper has reported uncertainty in po- tion of a Vietnam settlement. Mr
linked up with the question whether litical circles over Mr Nixon's attitude Nixon's handicap is that he has not
been persona grata with the Soviet
Mr Tweedledum or Mr Tweedledee to aid to India.
leaders and that his charges against
would get into the White House.
Commenting on Mr Nixon's victory
People in large numbers flocked to The Indian Express says that a dis- the Johnson administration of letting
the American chanceries in different gruntled country has registered its dis- down the US defence system in NATO
parts of the country to watch the pro- gruntled votes which reflects in the and elsewhere would suggest his adopgress of counting with as much eager- final tally the confused mind of a divi- tion of a harder line with Russia. On
ness as they show during Indian elec- ded and frustrated people. That Mr the domestic front there is nothing to
tions. The Prime Minister perhaps Wallace's crude histrionics should suggest that Mr Nixon will be infused
beat leaders of all other governments have attracted nearly 15 per cent of with the spirit of liberalism in regard
with her instant reaction to the election voters provided a disquieting footnote to Negro civil rights. His choice of
result and warm felicitation to Mr to American history. It reflects the Governor Agnew as running mate
Nixod on behalf of the people and the disillusionment and disenchantment was disquieting in this respect, even if
Government of India. In his unbound- of what was once a brave new world. the exigencies of electoral advantage
ed love for everything American, Mr Yet who can blame America or the are to be taken into account. As
S. K. Patil declared that the leaders American people who, since the end regards the impact of his victory on
of both the parties were India's friends, of the war, have bravely attempted to the American economy, he has yet to
and whoever might be the President, carry like Atlas the burden of the lean- convince the country that his ideas of
the relations between the two Govern- ing world on their shoulders? Idealism, curbing inflation will not add to unemployment.
ments and the people of the two coun- they are now learning, is not enough.
The Statesman thinks that Mr
tries would always be most friendly The paper says it would be wrong for
Humphrey
was given by his mentor,
and cordial. The haste of the Indian those outside America, whatever their
President
Johnson,
the enormous help
leaders to congratulate Mr Nixon on personal predilections, to pass inexorof
the
last-minute
initiative
over Viethis victory is not without reason. able judgment on the choice of the
nam-and
was
not
perhaps
greatly
They are anxious that American aid to American people. Mr Nixon has been
damaged
in
other
quarters
by
Presithis country, already reduced to a described as the pragmatic politician,
dent
Thieu's
subsequent
intransigence.
trickle, does not dry up entirely in the unabashedly after power but prepared
, Republican regime. The late Presi- to use it for the greatest good of the Also in the nick of time he received
dent Kennedy and Mr Humphrey were greatest number. With a Democratic- the endorsement of Mr Eugene McCarthy, which possibly carried into
known advocates of aid to India, and controlled Senate and House of Reprethe Congress Government had a vested sentatives he will have to toe the the fold many of the Kennedyites too.
interest in the victory of Mr Humph- middle way, which is no bad thing for But nothing could make up for a fundamentally
ill-organised
campaign;
rey. Mr Nixon is at best an unknown the United States or the world. Mr
almost throughout, Mr Nixon had the
quantity, though as Vice-President he Nixon may not be the best man to be
initiative, staff, and the money. Most
had once been feted in India. The President of the United States. But he
predictions
were belied. Some peoill-concealed preference of the Govern- is the American people's choice.
ple
thought
both major candidates so
ment of India for his rival could not
The Hindustan Times has noted that uninteresting, and Mr Wallace so daft,
have been liked by him, which made not even the timing of PresidentJ Johnthat there would be a poor poll. In
the need to placate him doubly urgent. son's bombing halt in Vietnam could
fact, there was an altogether excepThe question that is uppermost in the work the trick of swinging the.electional turn-out. Though Humphrey
mind of the Government has been tion in favour of Mr Humphrey. It
Dumpty has had his fall, Mr Nixon
avoided by leader-writers, but corres- may be facile to draw the inference
will face a hostile Congress; predictpondents, who can afford to dispense that the American electorate has decidably so in the Senate, but to an extent
with decorum. have not minced mat- ed that the men who could not win the
galling to the Republicans in the
ters. One New Delhi report said that war in Vietnam are not the best to neHouse. Policies and prospects for the
misgivings, if any, over the prol:Jable gotiate a peace. Neither Mr Nixon nor
policy and attitude of a Republican Mr Humphrey had a charisma, and new administration are both at present
uncertain; judgment may have to wait
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at least until Mr Nixon announces. his
Cabinet, perhaps till his first State of
the Union message.
Hindusthan Standard considers Mr
Nixon's victory as a remarkable
achievement for both Mr Nixon personally and the Republican Party
which sponsored his candidacy. Never
before did a rejected candidate in the
US presi,dential election succeed in
avenging his defeat and eventually
winning the honour of becoming America's 'first citizen. Probably it was
President Johnson's dramatic decision
to order a bombing pause in Vietnam
that gave a sudden boost to Mr Humphrey's stock. But the electoral tide
apparently had been running so strongly in favour of Mr Nixon that even the
strategically deployed Johnsonian gimmick failed to turn it against him.
Not only will a new tenant take over
at the White House but there is going
to be a reversal of policy. Mr Johnson has left behind him too many intricate knots for his succesSOrto unite.
The affluent society creates its own
contradictions reflected in the revolt
of the youth and the emergence of
hippies and yippies that cannot be
easily resolved. Then there are the
issues of poverty and racial unrest,
twin facets of the same intractable
problem. As if these were not enough
America is deeply committed in Vietnam's theatre of war. Mr Nixon inherits a number of legacies few of
which are pleasant.
Too Late

According to Amrita Bazar Patrika,
Mr .Johnson's strategy to give Mr
Humphrey a boost by calling a halt
to North Vietnam bombing was too
late; the political motivation was too
palpable to sway the American voters.
Mr Nixon's election to the White
House does not concern the American
voters alone. It might as well provide
a barometer of possible international
repercussions, both political and economic. And in a sense Mr Nixon yet
remains a big question mark in this
context. All that the world knows is
that he is a relic of the Dulles era.
But new forces have been released
which he may not find possible to
ignore. For instance, the urge for
14

ending the bloody war in Vietnam is
too strong now in the USA to be trifled with and Mr Nixon might not be
left with any alternative to carrying
the process, started by President Johnson, to its logical conclusion. Similarly, the growing urban unrest, particularly among the underprivileged
Negroes might impel him to carry
forward the social welfare programme
started by the Democratic regime but
not adequately implemented.
To
what extent he would fulfil these expectations remains to be seen.
Patriot thinks that Mr Nixon will
make the American presiden'cy look
smaller and mOre insigni'ficant than
Mr Johnson did. Mr Nixon is credited with having told a closed door
meeting of southern Republicans that
he would not have rejected the idea of
using America's nuclear power against
North Vietnam had he been confronted with the choice that drove Johnson
out of office. His announced approval
of Mr Johnson's decision to stop
bombing has to be seen against the
background of his strategy of reducing
the number of American troops proportionately to the increase of Saigon's
fighting strength arid providing it with
greater air cover and support from
the sea. It is because the sullen puppets in Saigon know his views that
they have refused to go Paris, choosing to wait till they can find out for
themselves how Mr Nixon proposes
to play the bombing halt which he
recently described as the "highest
trump card in our negotiators' hands".
In foreign affairs Mr Nixon's presidency can be a period of much dangerous trump card play because, as he
understands it, while the period of confrontation with communism is over,
the period of "regulation" with Moscow and Peking has begun. The
paper wonders if this would mean sly
encouragement of Chinese megalomaniacs and their allies in Asia. Mr
NixolJ is claimed as a friend by President Ayub Khan of Pakistan who will
be ready to resume the function of
post office which he once proudly
claimed was his. Vietnam and the
attitude to the Soviet Union may be
the most immediate problems facing
the new Americ;an President; but they

are by no means the most difficult.
Many domestic policies are in ruin and
have to be reclaimed if the American
people's faith in their much-advertised affluence is to be revived. Mr
Johnson could run away from the
threat of "black power" on one side
and the fascist counter-offensive signined by the influence exhibited by Mr
George Wallace on the other. Mr
Nixon is stuck with them for the next
four years. The crime curve and the
loud disillusion of American youth
will require statesmanship rather than
the talents for which "Tricky Dick" is
famous.
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Who Rules America ?
MIKE

HERSH

THE

early 1960's saw a great proliferation of literature depicting
the oppression and degradation of
over 50 per cent of the American population. It was the hope of social
scientists like Michael Harrington!
and Gabriel Kolk02 that an exposure
of the living conditions of the poor
might appeal to the more pious among
the ruling class.
Presumably the
oppressors would take time from their
capital 'accumulation to invest in a
not-so-profitable venture, that of benefiting the masses. As we have
seen. this was not the case. The
Johnson administration, in the hope
of stimulating capital investment, lowered the tax burden on the rich by
setting the maximum tax on incomes
at 70 per cent as opposed to the previous
91 per cent (although,
as
Kolka shows, thanks to loopholes, a
person who earns $1 million Or more
paid an average tax of only 42 per
cent in 1961); it created a "climate
favourable to foreign private investment" in the Dominican Republic;
and it has given enormous defence
appropriations to certain segments of
the upper class. Yet the black ghettoes
are still very much a reality as are
the deplorable living conditions on
Indian r,eservations , in Appalachia,
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and other "pockets of poverty". ing units' own 65 per cent to 71 per has given rise to their very existence
Nevertheless, the value of Harrington cent of the publicly held stock." transcends all differences. And the
and Kolko lies in the fact that they (Domhoff, p. 45). Thus, as one would cohesion is all the more palpable owing
conclusively established the almost expect, so far as the distribution of to the sprouting of liberation fronts
subversive notion that poverty is p're- stocks is concerned, monopoly capita- across the globe.
valent in the United States.
lism has certainly not meant "people's . . One could hope, and it would seem
The preoccupation with the poor, capitalism", but rather the "dispersal to follow, that during the waning of
focussing attention on only a segment, (of stock) within the upper class."
the 1960's, having exposed both sides
the blacks, has now diminished and (p. 40).
of the coin-the
poor and the very
been superseded by the growing interrich-bourgeois social scientists would
est in the other side of the coin, the "Managerial Revolution"
now relate the two together in a. comupper class which comprises
about
Related to the above misconcep- prehensive analysis of American capi0.5 per cent of the population. We tion, the argument is often advanced talism. And yet, as an integral part
have seen Ferdinand Lundberg's The that in the present corporate struc- of the bourgeois system, they can only
Rich and the Super-Rich (Random ture the owners no longer hold the undertake, in Marx's words, "that
House, New York) climb the best- reins, that the managers are a separate kind of criticism which knows how to
sellers' list and more recently the pub- social group from the social upper judge and condemn the present, but
lication of an important sociological class of stockholders, and that both not how to comprehend it."3 Bes!~es,
study attempting to determine precise- possess conflicting interests. This the- given their "liberal" tradition within
ly who rules America?:{. G. Wil- sis of a "managerial revolution" has the framework of U.S. capitalism, it
liam Domhoff has utilised many of been punctured on many occasions, would be heretical and 'sacrilegious for
the findings that Lundberg's volumi- and Domhoff reiterates the findings of them to attempt such an analysis as
nous work contains, yet the former's others as well as supplementing these might lead to the' obvious conclusion
is far more readable, and it is his with his own investigations. He con- that a capitalist society is a sick sowork with which this brief essay is eludes that "successful managers be- ciety and American capitalism is sickconcerned.
come owners themselves with the help ening.
To put it in negative terms, Dom- of stock options and stock tips, ....
hoff refutes two fallacies prevalent that they are assimilated socially into
HarringtJon, Michael. The Other
among certain sectors of the academic the upper class, (and) ....
that a America. Penguin Books.
world: the concepts of "people's capi- considerable number of corporate exeKolka, Gabriel. Wealth and Power
talism" and "managerial revolution".
cutives are of the upper elass originally in America. Frederick A. Praeger.
"People's capitalism", a term coined even when they are not majority
Capital, Vol. I, Chap. 15, Section Be.
by the National Advertising Council. owners in a given corportaion."
and the United States Information
(p. 148).
Agency, emphasizes that the decline of
Who then rules America?
It is
Greene Land
family capitalism has produced wide- here that Domhoff's chief value lies.
spread stock-ownership within the He presents conclusive evidence that
general population.
The concept, an American upper class, based essenPRABODH KUMAR MAITRA
however, does not coincide with facts. tially on its ownership of most of the
The 'findings of Professor Robert J. nation's corporate wealth, controls
ETTER a belated review of a
Lampmann show that as of 1953 I. 6 among other decision-making positions
brilliant, outgoing film than
per cent of the adult population of 103 the Executive Branch of the Federal none. The Comedians, based on the
million owned 82.2 per cent of all Government, the military, the courts, novel by Graham Greene and scriptstock. More recent studies on the con- the universities, and every opinion- ed by himself, is as much about the
centration of stock ownership are con- moulding institution, thereby determin- anguish of incUviduals as about the
sistent with Lampmann's findings. ing the limits within which public de- contemporary political scene.
The
"Robert Heilbronner quotes a Senate bate on controversial issues may take locale this time is distant Haiti but
Committee estimate that less than 1 place. There is no mention here of the relevance is no~ only in respect
per cent of the families own over 80 "people's capitalism", or of a plura- of the Caribbean or Latin America. It
per cent of all publicly held industrial lism of interest groups representing has also a reminiscent ring nearer
stock, while a trio of Harvard econo- the lower echelons of society exerting home.
mists, by their 'residual method', esti- any measurable influence On econoThe political background in the
mated that 0.2 per cent of the 'spend- mic or political decisions. American novel very much comes to the fore
society is controlled almost exclusive- in the film which is shorn of the rela:{.Who Rules America?
ly by an upper class, whose members tively unimportant facets of the indiBy G. William Domhoff
at times have antagonistic interests, to viduals' lives. The tautness of the
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New Jersey.
be sure, but whose overwhelming de- script condenses massive material inPrice $2.35 (Paperback).
sire to maintain the social system that to manageable form.
1
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Upon the land run by Papa Doc's
para-military junt'!, where bill boards
proclaim the ubiquity of the dictator,
descend the characters, each with his
mission. The American couple with
their itch to propagate vegetarianism,
the major supposedly on an arms supply deal and the hotelier Brown-all
get intertwined in a new situation.
It is through their experience that we
find a political situation ripe for revolution. The reference in the novel to
Uncle Sam is of course omitted but
covert suggestion retains the perspective so much necessary in this kind of
film.
But if ·the outsiders are yet to form
their idea of the situation the natives
are 'firmly committed. Magiot, the
doctor, and the junior Phillipot, the
artist who forsakes his art for the revolution, represent the awareness of
the necessity that no half-way house
exists on their road to emancipation.
The name of Castro and his handful
of men is bandied about but not
merely to recount a success story. It
springs from resolute confidence. The
realisation by Brown, the homeless
wanderer, who professes no politics,
that one is right in the vortex all the
time, is a transition. The sense of
commitment is given a pragmatic
dimension here.
Greene's sardonic observation of
characters shows the richness of his
imagination. The characters are etched out in sharp contours. The story
is woven round few men, the principal characters, who 'find themselves
cast in a different \role. The diplomat harbouring suspects, the ex-presidential candidate in the throes of convulsion and the former 'major', who
lies about what he wants to be, are
catapaulted to the den of guerillas.
But they do have common ground to
meet where the human drama is staged in the background of a country
in travail.
The performers acquit themselves
convincingly with their impeccable
acting. P~ter Ustinov as the ambassador lends credence to a difficult role.
Both Alec Guiness and Richard Burton compel attention. Elizabeth Taylor
is singularly miscast as the ambassador's wife. In the role of Haitians

the players invest an intensity. The social milieu and the personal history
native women do not exactly conform of the artists of a country before form- •
to one's idea of what Gaugin paint- ing any de<finite notions in this field.
ings suggest of their beauty.
We feel that if an 'insightful' artist
The location is at Dahomey in like Roodro probes deeply into the
. West Africa (and this is excellently nature of the constraints in the enviutilised by the cameraman Henri ronment of the modern painters and
Decal.
Peter Glenville's treatment sculptors in Calcutta, so well known
has all the mastery that the Greene to him, he might come out with interscript warrants. Violence, murder and esting and reliable observations on the
tenseness are shown with ruthless eye general problem of inter-relationship
for detail. The audience indeed be- between modern art and society.
comes a part of the scene that enveRoodro's specification of universalops it.
lity and i~dividuality as the fundamental characteristics of modem art raises
some problems. Do these criteria speLetters
cifically delimit the boundaries of
modern art?
Do we not find individuality and universality in the arts of
Modern Art
prehistoric,
ancient and medieval
periods?
Mohim Roodro in his .!'Some
We have a feeling that many of our
Thoughts on Modem Art" (September intellectuals have uncritically accept7) assumes that there are certain uni- ed the concept of "universally modern"
versal conditions of social health in in every sphere of human behavior
the environment of the modem artist from the limited vantage point of the
which are not fulfilled in Russian or historical experience of Europe and
American society.
One wonders America. It appears that a more
whether the American and the Russian wholesome and authentic definition of
painters also view their own paintings the universally modern will emerge
with the same feeling of meaningless- only out of the capability of the
ness. This raises the problem of modern man to immerse deeply into cross-cultural communication from a . the historical experiences of many
universal aesthetic base.. If the expres- other civilizations and nations. Indian
sive limitations of the modem Ameri- artists and art critics (if the latter catecan and Russian paintings could be gory exists at all) should be prepared
stated in terms of qualities of form, to make this breakthrough by radical
content and technique rather than rethinking on the basic terms of referthrough interpretation of the attitudes ence for modernity. We know the
of the painters on the basis of an in- confusion created in the social sciences
tuitive emotional response of the ob- by strait-jacket adoption, in the Indian
server, it would have provided the context, of the concepts of 'tradition
readers with a basis for objective vs modernity' developed by American
judgment.
social scientists like Parsons and Shils.
It would be interesting if Roodro
Also, we cannot rule out the specuspelled out the universal social requi- lation that an ancient Or medieval
sites for the creation of modem art. artist might find the efforts of modern
It is well known that art historians
art of today highly conventional and
face great difficulty in meaningfully
amenable
to suggestions and pressures
correlating the periods of great indiviof
the
mass
media. The hypothetical
dual achievements in the arts in Euroancient
artist
might only discover that
pean history with corresponding qualirapid
change
of group conventions in
ties of social environment. The relathe
arts,
as
in
the case of obsolescence
tionship between social values and the
technical problems in creating objects in the styles of automobiles, is the disof art is of a very complex nature. tinctive character of the morden age
It seems that one has to have a very rather than a genuine concern for the
detailed and intimate knowledge of the freedom of the individual to fully rear "
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socialist countries should be made. So of the ;procedure prescribed in the
the implication (though unconsciously Code of Conduct'. The scrutiny
PURNIMA & SURAjIT SINHA made, perhaps) that
socialist coun- started only after the submission at
Calcutta. tries are against creating the conditions the final list by the INTUC union.
for any originality and individualism Was it not a fact that the HSEU had
When Mohim Roodro speaks of in the arts is both unfair and misconsubmitted its membership lists much
wndividualism" in, his "Some Thoughts ceived. The problem will have to be
earlier than the INTUC union? And
on Modern Art" (September 7) he is, viewed from the angle of the role, if
the last date fixed for that purpose
I feel, guilty of a wrong usage of this any, of the artist and his creations in
was unreasonably extended in the case
term. It becomes clear from his ex- society, and also in the context of the
of the INTUC union. How then can
ample of a plate of fruits and three emergence in the modern period ot
the leadership of the HSEU be blamartists that the particular aspect of an artist the content of whose creaed for the delay in starting scrutiny
modern art is better pinpointed by the tions implies an increasing isolation
by the Labour Directorate?
Actualphrase "personalised interpretation"
and esoteric expression, which places ly we submitted the membership lists
of a subject. This phrase has the it outside social realities and changes.
in three instalments; the major por~ advantage that it does not intrude upS. R. R. tion of the list was submitted in two'
on sociological and political factors.
Calcutta. instalments in July, 1967 and the:
The word "individualism" has too
last portion was deposited on ] 1-8-67..
wide a scope and implies social and
: Mr Banerjee states that during the
political associations, with the result
Durgapur Union
UF regime it took two to three months:
that Roodro does not see the problem
to check the lists and verify the memfacing the arts in socialist countries, in
Mr Subodh Banerjee in his letter bership claimed by the unions. Our
the proper perspective. He seems to (September 14) states something reunion would then have been accordimply that in a socialist country there garding non-recognition of the Hined recognition had the. Labour Direcis no place for artistic freedom, in the dustan Steel Employees'
Union in torate "moved a little bit faster" durmodem sense, even in principle. But Durgapur during
the UF . regime, ing the period between 11-8-67 and
. if by "individualism" he means a per- which we cannot accept as fully cor21-11-67.
Moreover, how was the
sonalised interpretation of reality then rect. Mr ~Banerjee states that the
last date for submission of lists 'fixed
there are Marxist critics who would Labour Directorate can only recomwhen the INTUC submitted the same?
admit the freedom of the artist in the mend recognition of a union in any
Was it according to the discretion of
'field of aesthetic creation.
industry, but it is the -management the Labour Directorate or for some
Therefore, the objection to modern that has "the prerogative of accordother reason? Possibly the letter of the
art lies not in its individualism" as de- ing or not according recognition to
Labour
Directorate
recommending
fined by Roodro, i.e., its personalised any trade union". However, he says
recognition of the HSEU was issued
approach. The objection arises be- later that, despite the support of the
to the management after consulting
cause of the nature of this particular majority of workers " ... the manage- the office ·files and also observing the
personalised interpretation of reality. ment did not accord recognition to
non-submission
of a list by the
Obviously, one important aspect of the Etpployees' Union .... This was
INTUC within the last date lfixed by
the specific modern interpretation of because of the policy of the previous
them. If this assumption is true
reality implies an artist, who on so- Congress Government in this State
then a serious lacuna prevailed in
cial and political' planes, is an isola- of not recommending recognition of
the working of the Labour Directorate.
tionist. His art, in this case, represents any non-INTUC union". Thus he
AjIT KR. MUKHERJEE
to the socialist a form of art which is, admits that the Labour Directorate is
President, HSEU
if not antagonistic, then at least pas- not the 'only' recommending body.
Durgapur
sive and indifferent to social realities
Mr Banerjee thinks that, had the
and social action. It becomes obvious leadership of the HSEU 'moved a
Cuba
that for the socialists, who accept as a little bit faster' in submitting the
lfirst principle a philosophy which is a membership lists to the Labour DirI like Monitor's articles. At least
discipline for "changing society", an ectorate, the scrutiny could have been he thinks. But like his hero Fidel
art form which works on its own wave- ;finished earlier. But he himself ad- Castro (September 28) he suffers
-length, removed from the social reali· mits that the Labour Directorate had from utopia. In politics utopia is a
ties and phenomena, must raise seriom at· one stage cancelled its recommenwish that can never come true, neither
questions.
dation for recognition of the HSEU now nor hereafter.
It is within this framework tha~ already sent to the management
The Castro utopia is the dream of
arguments for and against the prin- owing to late submission of the list petty-bourgeois intellectuals who con-.
ciple behind the socialist attitudes tf' by the INTUC-controlled
Workers ceive it possible that revisionism and
the arts, and also arguments for ane'; Union and also 'on the ground of Marxism are conciliable with some
against the present state of the arts in denial of natural justice and violation adjustments here and there and that
iize his creative potential away froin
~the beaten tracks.
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sOcla1ism can be maintained under
the rule of revisionism. They do not
understand that revisionism ripened
into social chauvinism IS a class
enemy. That is why Cuba does not
condemn the Soviet Onion in a forthright manner.
The most fundamental point that
distinguishes Marxism from all other
brands of socialism is the theory of
dass struggle and the dictatorship of
the proletariat which becomes singularly important after the seizure of
I{)owerby the proletariat and remains
so till the 'first phase of communism,
when the State withers away. Fidel
was not and is not categorial on it,
nor is Monitor.
The sentimental part of the whole
article, is, however, his literal-almost,
primitive-understanding
of internationalism. "There is one, and only
one kind of internationalism indeed
working whole-heartedly for the delopment of revolutionary development
and the revolutionary struggle in one's
own country and supporting (by propaganda, sympathy and material aid)
such, and only such a struggle and
such a line in every country without
exception"-this
is how Lenin understood internationalism.
Everybody
swears by internationalism these da)'s.
It is the more important therefore to
draw a clear, precise line between internationalism in deeds and intern ationalism m words. To help Vietnam is not to sing "Vietnam amar
nam tomar nam" in Parliament, but to
organise another Vietnam in every
capitalist country without exception.
Everything else is deception. In point
of fact, Che also understood it almost
in the same way when he called on
the people to create two or three
more Vietnams to help Vietnam-a
fact which traders in Che products
are so much eager to conceal.
The utopia of Che is a daydream
that imperialism and reaction can be
fought successfully by sheer heroism
without class .struggle, without bringing into full play the initiative of the
,peasant masses. The Bolivian example is a pointer. What most peopIe forget is that Cuba had already
had a long tradition of heroic struggle
before Castro came to power. Struggle
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and organisation are complementary.
One cannot go without the other. And
every movement, has, of necessity, its
own theory. Nor was it otherwise in
Cuba. The ,point of departure is that
in Cuba it did not take place in classical form. The Che utopia tends to
distract the peasant masses from fighting, tends to corrupt socialist consciousness. Nevertheless, the utopia of
Casto and Che is a symptom, an index of democratic revolutionary upsurge.
Clearly the Marxists must carefully
separate the shell of Castro-Guevara utopias from their sound and
valuable kernel-the
sincere resolute,
militant democracy of the petty bour-·
geois masses.
A READER,Calcutta.

Brain Drain
In June, 1962 I listened to a radio
talk on new directions of the Five
Year Plans. Stressing that there was
scarcity of technical manpower, the
speakers discussed how to increase it
for the Plans. To me it was fantastic to talk of scarcity even at that
time. Lack of proper utilisation of
the available manpower had led to an
artificial scarcity. Like other commodities manpower ;in storage decays.
Strictly speaking, the public sector
organisations were already suffering
from overstaffing. Since then the
position has changed. Today we are
talking of a glut in technical personnel
and how to find employment for them.
The Education Minister announced
plans to fill up vacancies to accommodate 20,000 engineers. Where are
the vacancies unless new avenues for
employment are created?
Further
dumping of technical personnel on the
'exii'iting public sectQr establishments
would make things worse. Accommodating the 20,000 engineers and technically qualified personnel would reduce the scope of employment for
other classes of people. The expensive higher education and training of
the technical personnel is a drag on
their brothers emerging from schools
and colleges who cannot afford to have
any extra training. Engineers and
~ technical personnel have taken up jobs

which could have been filled by the
less trained. It is not exactly true that ~
scientists and engineers are leaving
the country, failing to get attractive
salaries. Those who leave do so to
better their prospects. A look at the
register of technical personnel maintained by CSIR will reveal that many
who have gone abroad are anxious to
return and many have come back.
Brains are not drained by people leaving the couqtry, they are drained
when people are not usefully employed, when they are either idle or or..
jobs where brains are little needed.
The country is producing quite a
large number of engineers and scientis-ts. If' a certain [percentage goes
out it would hardly matter. Foreign
countries offer not only much better '
pay but also better scope of work,
and if engineers and scientists can
work their way up there it is good for
the country as well as for humanity
as a whole. Since pub[c sector undertakings here are replete with' technical personnel, some people may go
and seek useful employment wherever
their services are needed.
.M. L. DAS, Sindri.

Not Alert
On November 6 Radio Pakistan in
its English news bulletin at 8-30 p.m.
announced that, according to American Broadcasting
Corporation, Mr
Nixon had secured 287 electoral
votes, I7 more than what was needed
to win the Presidential election. All
India Radio, however,' in its English
news bulletin half an hour later said
the result was still uncertain because
Mr Nixon, with 261 electoral votes
won so far, still required 9 electoral
votes to win the election.
It is clear that AIR neither depended on American Broadcasting
Corporation nor listened to Radio
Pakistan's news bulletin at 8-30 p.m.
before preparing its news for 9 p.m.
JYOTIRBIKAS
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NOTICE
Last week's issue was No. 31 of
Vol. I and not No. 30.
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"Can you guess
what the vitamins
in Amul are for?"
baby asked.
Yes," chorused
the little anilnals:
It

Niacinamid&

is for a
healthy skin.

)

~mul
MILK FOOD
contains the 7 vitamins your baby needs

